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There are four major constraints governing the design of the NCP:

(1) NCP activities may not Interfere with non-protocol use of the

net; (2) the NCP must be able to handle many connections simul

taneously; (3) buggy user programs must be prevented from screwing

up the network; and (4) the NCP must allow network Initiated con-

Thls memo blocks out some Ideas which could form  i basisnectlohs.

for such an NCP.

1

As a starting point, all non-protocol transactions will take pi ice

In particular, ?11 such messages ron tas previously described, he

net will be queued through a block of Invariant numbers Indexed ^y

Host (this Is different from Ed’s description) and all such .ssages

For f cocol

ork.

for the net will pass through a single output queue,

traffic, however, the net handler will do a great deal mort

Protocol users will never see connections, allocates, or nr . of that

The net handler will provide a "virtual file syst ■-i" for

In a quiescent system, the user will pass a ir, a
to the net handler. The hanc. will

re user.

garbage,
such users,

socket §, and "ICP" or "OPEN
then do whatever Is necessary and return a "file number" t

If

At this point data may begin to flow.

^Although It occasionally lies, see Ed Belove’s memo on PDF
Access to the Network•

Us -
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connections, when the handler determines that theMFor "to the net

network is ready to accept data, it will notify the user, who may

then pass a single Item of data to the handler, along with the

The handler will worry about breaking
When the Item

It Is to go out to.

up the message to conform with the allocates It has.
is completely sent off, the handler will, again, notify the user to

file

provide more data.

connections, when the user program Is prepared to!Ifrom the netFor

accept data. It will send.the handler a READY along with the file

Upon receipt of a READY, the handler will obtain one mes

sage's worth of data from the network and pass it to the user,

the data has been passed to the user, the handler will, again, begin
waiting for a READY.

number.

When

The user may also give the handler a CLOSE with a file number.
The user will have to handle his own sub-protocol, be

it Telnet or data transfer or whatever.

or

CLOSE ALL.

 a

In summary, the primitives that the user will see are:

A) User ->■ handler

1) OPEN
2) ICP
3) CLEAR TO RECEIVE (READY)
4) HERE'S DATA
5) CLOSE
6) CLOSE ALL

B) Handler ->• user

1) HERE'S YOUR PILE NUMBER
2) CAN'T CONNECT
3) CLEAR TO SEND
4) HERE'S DATA
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'J-SIlS wll
mechanisms will, I believe, adequately handle all pi

Network initiated connectli ".3
These

ire no'
PDP-1 initiated transactions.

The handler, when it receives an unsolic .ad RFC,
'.variant

very difficult.

will use the socket specified as

If the invariant number is empty, the RFC will
found there will be PSUed, and the

The program, which should know which socket it
OPEN SOCKET”. The nandler

an index into a block of
,e refus

numbers.

Otherwise, the program

be saved up.

to the handler anb

ed

",FC will

uilt-in to. Issues

find the matching RFC and complete opening the connection.
At this point, the rogram

will

turning the program a file number,

may do as it wishes over its
Note that this allows several

re

connection

nectlons.

as for PDP-1 initiated con-
to beristwork logins

happening simultaneously.

rounds out the coarse design, and I would like to d'jress 
ontc

handler uses a block

and indi\iiual

While theimplementation considerations,
f

This

or forwarding general data to users,

some

of queues

channels for forwarding protocol data. users, doth generc* ano
'critrol infer forwarding all data and

protocol, use only one queue
formation to the handler. T nfect, ahe block of queues should, Ir:

out of each others

I  will certainly be a prot .em

To alleviate this we probably c.rht to

-fay, bui

if it
hash table and keep general usersas a

the single user-to-handler queue

is kept on the Fastrand.
This will let us rs com-

We c irr.plem

t up th

de ash

sort of ADDLP and GETLP.reinstate some

to the handler directly, through the Exec.municate

either the simple ADDLP and GETLP, requiring the user 
to

code (ICP, HERE'S DATA, etc.), could Implement eacor we

the appropriate command a i iata t
[OT-

a separate lOT which would pass
The latter is nicer if there is enough core n.uthe handler.

In either case, NETPOK can then e remov
ADDLP (or whatever) ?

address space available,

and the equivalent code run through when an
I Intended NETPOK to be used, anywayThis is the waydone.
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We could modify SPP so that the net handler Is allowed to *.7rlte

Into another user’s core with SS5 down,

handler-to-user communication easier for everybody.

This makes the protocol

I thlhk this

is a good thing to do, and we get the equivalent system integrity

by protecting GETNET with SS5, which should have been done in the

first place to preserve the network's Integrity.

putting in new lOTs all over the place, another
If the net handler were augmented to accept an

As long as we are

idea occurs to me.

OPEN DRUM FILE cTTft ommand, users could get convenient access to

The same protocol commands could be used
Few

programming system files,

for reading and writing locally to the programming system.

people need the generality available with my access package, and

just this simple addition would help out almost everybody almost

all the time.

BPC/nlg
5

i

R. Alter

D. Walden
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